
A stern and bitter Mayor expressed his sadness and 
disappointment to the official guests at the premiere of the 
Festival, who only had good words to say about the institution 
of the Symi Festival during their greetings. 

Receiving the warm applause of the crowd, the Mayor 
castigated the indifference of the State and specifically 
the Ministrty of Culture, saying that it is shameful that the 
Municipality of Symi has to cover 80% of the cost of the 
Festival, while the remaining 20% comes from the Greek 
Parliament, organisations and private individuals, with only 
trivial amounts from the Ministries. 

The Mayor’s complaints were not only aired at the 

Not Even a Euro for 
the Symi Festival

premiere. During the welcoming of the Junior Foreign 
Minister, Mr Valinakis, at both his arrival and at the formal 
reception at the end of the Premiere, the Mayor didn’t lose the 
opportunity to voice his disappointment for the treatment of 
small Municipalities by the State, treatment that the two main 
political parties should be prepared to pay for in the upcoming 
general election. “A small message has already been given 
during the European elections”, the Mayor said.

Public Transport
People are making complaints on a daily basis at 
the limited service available at the bus-stops and at 
the taxi-rank. There are times you wonder whether 
the taxis will ever come as you can wait for more 
than half an hour without one appearing.  

The public perception is that they stop running 
early at night (00:30-1:00) in the middle of the 
tourist season, and this perpetuates the cut-off and 
inconvenience to the residents of Horio, Pedi, and 
Nimborio, depriving many of the Symi nightlife.

The bus has a regular and predetermined 
timetable with immaculate service when it comes 
to the driver, however it also stops too early at 
23:00. In addition, there are third world scenes in 
most journeys now in the summer, as the number 
of standing passengers is too high as well as those 
who don’t even attempt to get on as there is simply 
no space.

We know that those who make decisions about 
the island have their own private vehicles, it would 
be good, however, if they used public transport 
for a few days to realise the inconvenience and 
discomfort that many residents and visitors to Symi 
experience. 

Neglected Horio is right to complain of the lack 
of a bus shelter at the central bus stop where waiting 
for the bus in the heat of the summer or when it 
rains in the winter can be unbearable. It is really 
a wonder why this is the case when Yialos has a 
shelter for both the bus stop and taxi rank. 

Isn’t it also time to have a taxi-rank in Horio, 
where most of the population lives? Why is it that a 
resident in Horio has to wait, often in vain, for a taxi 
when all the time they are sitting down in Yialos? 
They have to wait until they are lucky for a taxi to 
come up and drop someone off in Horio or else they 
must call and pay for the taxi to come to them.

E.G.

“It’s shameful for the Ministry of Culture to announce it is 
not prepared to give even €1 for the 15th Symi Festival”
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Public Works Progress on Symi  

Pedi Marina

With the departure of the crane in Pedi, it is certain that 
we are heading towards the end of the completion of the 
work for the marina (photo above). Now all the blocks are 
in place there are a few remaining tasks that need doing 
such as the construction of the building in the middle of the 
marina where the customs will be as well as facilities for the 
anchored yachts, electricity, water supply, etc. According to 
the contractor and assuming there is no problem with cash 
flow, the marina will be completed by the end of October. 

The work is being financed by the Greek Tourist Board 
and the cost is about €2,000,000. As a resident said a few 
days ago: “even if it were not to be used as a marina, the 
work in itself has greatly improved the area, and the ones to 
benefit are of course the home owners in Pedi”.

The Jetty by the Clock Tower

The new jetty in front of the Clock Tower progresses 
satisfactorily (photo below) and the work should be 
completed in about a month’s time. There were many who 
thought that with the new jetty it would be possible for big 
boats coming from Piraeus (e.g. the Diagoras) to use the 
jetty, but this is fortunately not the case. If the new jetty 
were sufficient for the big passenger boats, this would be 
the perfect excuse for the State to abandon the new port that 

is being planned at Petalo (going all the way to Pitini) and 
it doesn’t take much for the State to act like that. The new 
jetty is only meant to reinforce that part of the harbour and 
also to make it possible for small boats such as gullets and 
yachts to anchor there.  

There is a problem with available berths at the harbour, 
and this has again been pointed out to the Mayor recently, 
this time by Mr. Minoas Kyriakou, owner of the TV 
station “Antenna”, president of a top Athens sports club 
and former president of the Greek Olympic Committee. 
The Mayor informed him about the disagreement with the 
Archaeological Office on Rhodes about the creation of a 
floating jetty in Harani and Mr Kiriakou of course, like the 
rest of us, laughed ironically…

  
Reading Room, Cultural Centre & Schools

After a period of cash-flow problems for projects 
affecting Greek regions financed by the European Union, 
it now seems that money is available again. As a result, 
the remaining work at the reading room “Aegli” (above the 
pharmacy in Yialos) will be financed by the State, works 
at the former Municipal building in Yialos (where the new 
Cultural Centre will be housed) progresses slowly which is 
the fault of the contractor according to the Mayor. The new 
building at the Panormitio High School will be ready by the 
end of August and there are some few details to be fixed 

at the new building of Ioanidio Primary school in 
Horio. The opening of the new school buildings 
is expected at the start of the new school year in 
September. We hope the “Aegli” Reading Room 
and the Cultural Centre will be completed soon 
afterwards.

Indoor Arena, HYTA and Disposal of 
Rain Water

The Home Secretary has announced that the 
program “Thiseas 2” will commence in 2010 
(until 2014) and Municipalities in Greece will be 
able to draw a collective amount of as much as 
3.5 billion Euros. This should be good news for 
the Municipality as two public works are being 
financed by the Thiseas program, 
namely the indoor arena in Horio 
which has progressed well in recent 
weeks and the HYTA (hygienic 
disposal of waste) work which has 
started in the area of Glyfonies. 

Another project that is just about 
to be completed involves control of 
rain water in the Kampos area in 
Horio via a conduit next to the indoor 
arena. This will provide a solution to 
the problem of flash flooding after 
heavy rainfall and will improve the 
area. Maybe the Municipality will be 
in a position to finance more public 
works through the program “Thiseas 
2” when the necessary studies have 
been carried out.

BY DIMITRIS CHRYSOCHOOS chrysochoosd@yahoo.gr

Photos © SymiGreece.com
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Editorial
THe 15TH SyMi FeSTivAl is already more than 
half-way through and so far, it has been a complete 
success. We will wait until next month’s edition to 
give a full review of the whole Festival but in the 
meantime you can look at our photo gallery (page 3) 
which includes most of the major events so far. 

We HAve Been veRy FORTunATe to interview 
both Alexis Kostalas, a long-time friend of Symi and 
its Festival (page 4), and the charismatic Austrian 
Ambassador to Greece, Dr. Michael linhart (page 
5), who is full of obvious enthusiasm for Symi and 
the Festival; we hope that both men will continue 
to extend their involvement in Symi’s major annual 
cultural event.
 
AS THE EDITOR of the greek edition mentions 
in his own editorial, we are concerned about the  
usage of material from this newspaper and the 
SymiGreece website, both photographs and text, by 
daily newspapers in Rhodes, without permission or 
acknowledgment. This practice is unprofessional and 
undermines the whole business of journalism, and we 
do hope that it will stop. 

We WOulD AlSO liKe TO Re-iTeRATe that 
those who work on this paper are not able to cover 
every event on Symi, and coverage of events is 
generally limited to those that are important for the 
island. Private individuals or organisations who have 
an event that they think is worth some coverage in the 
English language paper should send an invitation and 
a press release to The News of Symi (English edition). 
We regret that events with no invitation will not be 
considered for coverage.
 
FinAlly, AS A ReMinDeR to Symi’s summer 
guests, you can continue to read The News of Symi 
in English after you have left the island, and all 
year round, online at http://www.symigreece.com/
newsofsymi.htm or by post using the subscription 
information on this page. 

The Nimborio Road

In the next two months the work to surface of the notoriously 
poor Nimborio road will be put out to tender. It is a project that 
has concerned the residents and shop owners in the area, but also 
the Municipality with the problems it had to face until finally the 
approved study could be submitted for funding. We hope there will 
be no more delays so that work can start in the autumn and the new 
road can be in place by Easter time.

Continued on page 8»   
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The 15th Symi Festival officially opened with a grand 
performance by Eleni Tsalogopoulou (1/8) in the presence of 
the island’s elected representatives, official guests and a large 
crowd that filled the central square, surrounding bars and the 
bridge in Yialos. 

As this edition of The News of Symi only has limited space, 
we present here a collection of photos of the performances that 
took place up until 13 August. The News of Symi will present a 
complete review of this year’s Festival in the next issue.

You can view photos and videos from most performances of 
the 15th Symi Festival on the Symi Festival website at:
www.SymiGreece.com/festival

Symi Festival: August Events

Gastronomic evening with Symi Shrimps  2/8

 Symiote Theatre 8/8

Photos © SymiGreece.com

Eleni Tsaligopoulou 1/8

Dance groups of Irene Milonaki 4/8

12/8 Women’s Association of Symi 7/8 Dance performance by Ballet Tan

Duo Nota Bene 3/8

Giannis Ritsos night 6/8 Kostis Avissinos 9/8

Giannis Mathes 10/8

13/8 Kaiti Garbi
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His voice is among the most recognizable and most loved in 
Greece…the announcement of the presentation of an event by 
him is sometimes considered more important than the event 
itself! An artistic narrator, presenter of classical theatre and 
artistic sports, for many years he has been the official presenter 
and commentator of Greek state television ERT presenting 
figure skating and also Eurovision.

The News of Symi presents a small “portrait” of Mr Alexis 
Kostalas, this valuable friend and admirer of Symi because as 
he said to Christos Byron for the News of Symi: 

“The real star is Symi. Someone who talks about the beauty 
of the island won’t say something new… Walking today, my 
last day here, the day of the concert by Duo Nota Bene, up in 
Horio, I felt that you can see there the nobleness of the island. 
Even in houses that are not being inhabited any more, you 
can see that they are not deserted. You see these wonderful 
stone walls, the cleanliness, the ethos in the way the place of 
residence is being treated, the small road, the narrow street, 
the wonderful balance between simplicity of landscape and 
greenery… the amazing colours… 

Tonight was a sunset where the sky was on fire and I 
haven’t seen such a sunset for a very long time. It is an island 
where you have the luxury in our times to be alone and think, 
to dream, to think that not all is lost…”.

He‘s a musicologist, has studied finance and literature 
in the US with postgraduate studies in linguistics. He has 

ALEXIS KOSTALAS: “Symi is an 
island where you have the luxury to 
dream, to think that not all is lost…”
BY IRINI GAZI irinag@otenet.gr

Greek & Foreign Press
Papers, Magazines, Books, Cigars & Cigarettes

Next to Mina’s shop - Tel. 22460 71675 

Savoy Hotel
In the centre of Rhodes Town

www.savoyrodos.gr - Tel. +30 22410 20721/2

Haritomeni Restaurant
Excellent food, Spectacular views!

Open Every Day - Tel. +30 6945045074

Petalo Fish taverna & Cafe Bar
The only authentic fish taverna on Symi - Directly on the sea!

To Book call: 6937197330 or 6955925428

also studied piano, classical singing (tenor with Maria 
Konstantinou) and classical dancing. He has been a member 
of the governing board of ERT, the committee of specialists 
for music and dance for the EBU (European Broadcasting 
Union), the Municipal company for cultural development in 
Kalamata as a representative of the Ministry of Culture, and 
the governing board of the National Theatre as well as the 
advisory committee of the Athens Festival. 

Together with his service in ERT he has worked as 
a journalist for newspapers and magazines (Epikera, 
Athinorama, Mesimvrini, Kiriakatiki Eleytherotipia). He 
speaks three other languages: English, French and German 
and lives permanently in Athens.

This year as in previous years, he honoured the Symi 
Festival by presenting its Premiere, but also the “Gastronomic 
evening with Symi Shrimps” event in Horio, as well as the 
concert by Duo Nota Bene, the musical ensemble that the 
Austrian Embassy presented at St John’s yard as part of the 
Festival. 

His wide education and the responsibility with which 
he deals with each instance of his work, together with the 
simplicity of his character, make him the perfect presenter 
who knows very well how to acclimatise the spectators to the 
uniqueness of each event, a combination that he used very well 
on Symi; on the one hand he was enjoying himself, making 
jokes and encouraging people to stand up and dance at the 

square in Horio and on the other, instilling with his lyricism a 
devotion for classical music among the spectators at the yard 
of St John. 

About the many themes of the Festival and his own 
experience of it, Mr Kostalas concluded with his usual 
politeness to Christos Byron:

“The people I have met this year and since I started coming 
here in 2000 when I was invited by Giannis Diakogiannis, 
have humour, they are alive. I have met kindness… When it 
comes to the island’s events, some are better, others are less 
good as it happens in every festival… but the most important 
thing is the island itself and its residents. I believe the island 
itself will impose and it does impose its rules with ethos and 
attention to anything that is being organised here. 

Lots of words are easily said in our times and I hesitate to 
speak, but I’m happy that I was here on Symi all these years. 
I thank everyone and I thank those who had the kindness and 
generosity to invite me.”

Generous words from a generous, wide-ranging personality 
that Symi hopes to have the pleasure to welcome every year 
at its Festival!

Alexis Kostalas  with Efi Yalousi (right) and Athanasia Tsouknida (left) 
at the Premiere of the Smi Festival - Photo © SymiGreece.com
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How did you first find out about the Symi Festival?
Last year I was in Corinth at an event and Alexis Kostalas 

said to me “There is a nice Festival in Symi, you should go 
there” and I told him that I was going to be on a sailing trip 
and in the area at the time, and he said that he was going to 
contact the Mayor and ask him to invite me.  

My family and I were received very kindly in Symi and 
we enjoyed the great premier concert by Glykeria last year, 
and Lefteris (the Mayor) and I sat down later and I asked 
if he was interested in a co-operation with us, that it would 
be something different for the Festival.  Lefteris was very 
pleased, and showed us the yard of Ai Giannis which is 
beautiful, and I said that I’d have no problem convincing an 
ensemble to come to Symi, that they would offer their music 
and Symi would offer the beauty of its culture and hospitality.  
When Lefteris came later to Athens, I invited him over to my 
house and we developed the idea some more. 

For me it is important in my work to reach beyond Athens. 
Athens is very busy and a lot is happening on a commercial 
basis, and in a traditional way in the concert halls.  It is very 
nice to hold concerts in an open-air environment here in 
Symi, with the tourists about.  It inspires the artists and the 
audience.  Symi has been the start, with us focussing on many 
of the islands of the Dodecanese this year and holding concerts 
there too.  It’s nice to get to the smaller islands as the larger 
ones have more opportunity for these types of concerts.

Another thing I admire very much here in Symi is how 
your Mayor has worked with your Turkish neighbours.  He 
has exactly the right approach and what he has achieved is 
very valuable.  

“Greece is a bit like a fairytale”
The Austrian Ambassador Dr Michael Linhart in The News of Symi 
INTERVIEW  CHRISTOS BYRON christos@symigreece.com  WILL SAWYER will@symigreece.com

Did you think the concert went well?
Our concert went really well, τhe location, as I have said, 

is perfect and the artists enjoyed themselves.  The yard at Ai 
Giannis was full.  I noticed that as the concert went on, people 
became quieter and quieter and people were coming in from 
all sides.  They’d stop, sit on the side walls and stay for the 
rest of the concert.  It was lovely.  There was no disturbance 
from traffic noises which is often a problem for open-air 
concerts.  It went very well and the people really liked it, as 
did the artists.

I hear that you have been looking at other venues on 
Symi for concerts as well.

Giorgos (Papakalodoukas, the Festival Coordinator) and 
I have discussed many places.  We went around Symi and I 
got to see the island through the eyes of one of its people.   I 
would like very much to be able to bring a larger ensemble 
to the Main Square, maybe not next year but the year after, 
as there would be some budget and logistical problems to 
overcome.  It would be nice to arrange something in the other 
direction toο, to have artists from Symi come to Austria.

I love the yard at Ai Yiannis, but also the Evagellismos 
with it’s yard and its perfect view.  This would be nice next 
year.  Imagine how it would look with the full moon in the sky 
and the ensemble playing!

Maybe we could even have something at Panormitis, a 
piano concert maybe, though getting the people and a piano 
there could be difficult.  

Possibly we could even bring more than one ensemble to 
Symi and have more than one concert here. I love Symi very 
much, and we’ve had so many ideas.  We’ve even thought 
about how it might be to come here in the Winter!

Is this a specific program or something you are 
developing via the Embassy?

We have around 700,000 tourists coming from Austria 
every year to Greece, almost 10% of our population.  If you 
have that many people coming each year, we thought it would 
be nice to offer our culture too…we see your culture, and 
now you can see a little of ours. We had about 100,000 Greek 
people come to Austria last year and they enjoy our culture.  
The New Year concert from Austria is broadcast on Greek 
television every year.  It is a nice combination of cultures and 
both countries can benefit.  In the Dodecanese, we have now 
just started and we very much want to continue with that.  We 
want to come to the Dodecanese, and Symi of course, more 
often.  It is an easy and pleasant co-operation, and helps the 
relations between our countries.

Are you and your family enjoying your stay on Symi 
this year?

We’ve been here more than a week.  Apart from my wife 
and daughters, my brother and his family are here, my mother 
is here, and we are having a fantastic time.  We’ve been staying 
in Pedi but have been going around the island. We have been 
to Panormitis, to the Pangyri at Ai Sotiris where we had a fun 
time dancing.  We’ve been enjoying the sea, swimming, and 

exploring the island.  It is amazing how much has been going 
on here this week. Symi is so very Greek and unlike many 
other islands it has so many Greek tourists.  The food here on 
Symi is also very good, especially the Symi shrimps! I love 
the Greek hospitality, and it gets no better than on Symi…
to combine this with the great weather, time on the beach, 
beautiful water…. 

I am used to the heat of Athens and Symi is one of the 
hotter islands but with the breeze here and the sea all around 
we don’t find it too hot.  We are Austrians! we are very close 
to the Greeks…we like singing, we like wine, we like dancing, 
we are easy-going, we like fun.... Austria had a consul here 
on Symi sometime around 1880, because there was a lot of 
commerce with Symi exporting sponges and Austria exporting 
wood via Trieste for making boats.  It’s a nice part of the 
history here.

What is your own feeling about tourism this year, not 
only on Symi, but in Greece generally?

Tourists more and more are going their own way, booking 
via internet, looking at prices.  Symi has a great advantage 
on that.  You don’t have large hotels, and people are treated 
individually; there is no mass tourism here.  The hospitality 
here is so good and this is appreciated and people come back 
to Symi many times.  

If you walk about the islands, there seems little difference 
from previous years, people are still here. The statistics say 
this year may be a little down, a few percent, but it is not 
dramatic, though maybe some smaller places will have real 
problems. I have heard that people are spending less, but 
Greece was getting an image that it was expensive. Maybe a 
bit of price regulation is not necessarily a bad thing; it could 
be good for Greece.  

I’m confident that the summer season in Greece will be 
good…in Austria, at least, we had the best Winter season ever, 
despite the economic situation in the World. 

You obviously seem to be enjoying your job.  How long 
do you think you will be Ambassador in Greece?

I am the son of a diplomat and was born in Ankara. My early 
life was very much “a gypsy life”.  I served as Ambassador 
to Syria and Croatia, and I was foreign policy advisor to 
the foreign minister before he became Prime Minister. For 
diplomats in Austria, Greece is a bit like a fairytale… a 
beautiful country, with its weather and history and culture, and 
it is very politically interesting… it is sexy for us! Our normal 
assignments are two terms, and I have been Ambassador since 
2007 and a term is 4 to 5 years. I want to stay in Greece as 
long as possible but there are many other colleagues wanting 
to come here. What though, can follow Greece?

Nikolas Patisserie
Symi sweets, Cookies, Ice Creams

The only traditional patisserie - in Yialos since 1925 

Photos © SymiGreece.com
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USEFUL
NUMBERS

PUBLIC SERVICES
MUNICIPALITY																																		2246370110
CULTURAL	CENTRE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2246360413
CITIZENS’	ADVICE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2246360400	
WATER	 COMPANY	 (DEYAS)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2246070005
SOCIAL	SERVICES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2246360419
POLICE				 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2246071111
PORT	AUTHORITY			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	2246071205
CUSTOMS	HOUSE																															2246071429
ELECTRICITY	COMPANY				 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	2246071338
PHONE COMPANY (ΟΤΕ)                   2246071212
POST	OFFICE	 																								2246071315

DOCTOR’S CLINICS
YIALOS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2246071290
HORIO	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2246071316

DENTISTS
VOLONAKIS	H.		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2246071272
TSAVARIS	V.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2246072050

PHARMACY
TSAVARIS	Y.		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2246071888

BANKS
NATIONAL																																												2246072294
ALPHA																																																			2246071085
DODEKANISOS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2246071332

TRAVEL AGENTS
ANES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2246071100
KALODOUKAS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2246071077
SYMI	TOURS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2246071307

TAXIS
STAMATIS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 6945226348
GIORGOS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 6974623492
KOSTAS	 																																		6945252308
THANASIS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 6946568731
THODOROS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 6945531676
KOSTANTINOS																																									6944105596

ADVERTISE
Inside	The News of Symi	for	

as	little	as	€10	-	Discounts	available
T	6947402722		

E	news@symigreece.com

FOR SALE
Land	in	Pedi	with	permission	to	build	

two-story house, 110 sqm. The first floor 
balcony and the ground-floor yard have 

uninterupted	view	of	the	sea.	
T	2246072519		M	6932610931

DOMA Real Estate SYMI
The trusted expert advisors

A house for your holiday in Symi is a 
privilege, and... if chosen wisely, it will 

also become a great investment

We	are	located	at	the	centre	of	the	Symi	
port	above	Pahos	kafeneio

www.doma.gr
Tel.	22460	72619	

e-mail:	domasymi@otenet.gr

FOR RENT
Shop	in	Yialos,	30sqm,	ground	and	
fisrt floor. Centraly located, at the 

start	of	Kali	Strata.		
For	more	information	call	

+30	6936665584

The Symi Festival started by the dear departed Giannis 
Diakogiannis is an institution…

Our	compatriot,	the	journalist	Giannis	Diakogiannis,	was	
instigator	and	creator	of	the	Festival	and	also	the	Municipal	
Music	 School	 of	 Symi.	 He	 managed	 to	 persuade	 important	
people	from	all	over	the	world	to	share	his	vision	and	take	part	
without	being	paid.

Sponsorships are being reduced…
Most	of	the	time,	the	Ministry	of	Culture	prefers	to	only	

sponsor	festivals	that	take	place	in	Athens.
Have you received money from the Ministry for the 

Festival this year?
Not	even	a	Euro!
Is there a chance that the Festival will be 

discontinued?
There	is,	even	though	we	don’t	want	it	to,	because	money	

from	sponsors	 is	 reduced	and	 the	Municipality	 is	not	 really	
able	to	cover	the	cost.

Is this year’s tourist season difficult for Symi as it is for 
other places?

The	 significant	 reduction	 in	 accommodation	 bookings,	
together	with	 the	 shrinking	of	 the	 tourist	 season	makes	 this	
year	a	particularly	difficult	one	for	Symi	as	well.

Is tourism via the boats doing well?
There	 is	 a	 small	 reduction	 in	 the	 number	 of	 arrivals	 of	

tourist	boats	compared	to	last	year.
Symi: favourite destination of the famous in the South 

of the Aegean?
Symi	continues	this	year	too	to	be	the	favourite	destination	

of	famous	people,	Greeks	and	foreigners,	as	it	has	a	reputation	
for	its	unique	architecture	and	natural	beauty.

Turks also prefer the island for their holiday…
They	 like	 Symi	 because	 it’s	 close,	 and	 because	 of	 its	

natural	beauty	and	the	hospitality	of	its	people.
Could there be a marina?
For	such	a	big	work	to	happen,	bureaucracy	needs	to	be	

put	to	one	side	and	not	be	worsened	by	officials	sitting	at	their	
desks.

Five years and the boat connection problem is still not 
solved

There	is	a	problem	with	the	boat	connection	between	Symi	
and	Piraeus;	often	the	boats	on	the	itinerary	are	old	and	this	
can	even	make	the	trip	uncomfortable.	Also,	the	Symi-Rhodes	
and	 Rhodes-Symi	 lines	 are	 not	 subsidised	 and	 the	 cost	 is	
shouldered	by	the	shipping	company	of	the	Municipality.

Is Symi suffering from illegal immigration?
The	 problem	 is	 huge	 as	 there	 are	 dozens	 of	 illegal	

immigrants	arriving	on	Symi	on	a	daily	basis.	These	people	

are	being	kept	 in	miserable	conditions	at	 the	police	 station.	
The	solution	would	be	their	organised	and	immediate	removal	
from	the	island	given	that	there	isn’t	a	place	for	them	to	stay	
safely	here.

There is also a problem with water as the island waits 
for the water boats from Rhodes every day.

The	problem	of	transporting	water	with	water	boats	is	big	
given	 that	 the	State	 sets	 specific	amounts	of	water	 for	each	
island	but	this	is	not	enough	to	cover	the	needs.	

What about the desalination plant?
It	is	being	completed	gradually	and	we	believe	that	by	the	

autumn	the	problem	with	water	shortage	will	be	solved.	
Are there shortages in health matters too?
The	 clinic	 has	 major	 shortages	 both	 on	 personnel	 and	

equipment.	 To	 give	 an	 example,	 we	 have	 a	 fully	 equipped	
ambulance	 which	 was	 donated	 to	 the	 Municipality,	 but	
the	organisation	of	 the	clinic	doesn’t	have	a	position	 for	an	
ambulance	driver!	

What about school infrastructure?
The	cost	for	the	maintenance	and	repair	of	school	buildings	

is	 being	 forced	 upon	 the	 Municipality	 however	 much	 this	
come	to.	

How do young people pass their time?
They	have	lots	of	activities.		We	have	so	many	sport	events	

with	 young	 people	 participating	 in	 athletics,	 football	 and	
basketball,	 and	 also	 in	 various	 cultural	 events.	We	 are	 also	
constructing	an	indoor	arena.	

Is Symi starting to experience road traffic problems?
Because	of	the	current	infrastructure	,	there	isn’t	space	for	

constructing	new	roads.	The	central	and	coastal	areas	are	not	
meant	for	all	types	of	vehicles	and	this	is	why	there	is	a	traffic	
problem.	

Are building works sympathetic to Symi’s unique 
architecture?

The	 aim	 of	 the	 new	 building	 activities	 is	 to	 protect	 and	
maintain	the	unique	architecture	of	Symi	given	that	the	island	
has	been	given	a	listed	neoclassical	area	status

Is there interest from foreigners to buy houses?
Yes	 there	 is,	 and	 there	 are	 already	 some	 who	 have	

bought.
Is the State still claiming some people’s land and 

houses?
Unfortunately	 yes…and	 this	 is	 particularly	 sad.	 It	 is	 an	

incomprehensible	action.	The	Municipality	has	acted	on	the	
matter	but	the	process	is	time	consuming.

First published by ΤΑ ΝΕΑ newspaper, 13/8/2009

INTERVIEW	GIORGOS ZAHARIADIS gzachariadia@in.gr  

“Symi continues to be the favourite 
destination of famous people”
20	questions	to	the	Mayor	of	Symi	by	national	newspaper
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QUIZZES by SIMOS #6
Solutions will be in the next edition of The News of Symi. If you
can’t wait, they are available online now at SymiGreece.com

NAGGAGRAM

Τ Τ Ο How many words of 4 or more letters can you find from 
these 9 letters? Each letter can be used once without 
plurals ending in s or names of people or places. Every 
word must contain the letter in the centre and be allowable 
in Scrabble. There is one 9-letter word to discover.

R Ν E
DITLOIDS U A F
A ditloid is a mixture of letters and numbers. A letter represent a word beginning with that letter. So, 
for example, the ditloid “8 L on a S” has the solution “8 Legs on a Spider”. They start easy and get 
progressively more fiendish. You can write your answers in the space provided. Enjoy!

1. The 39 S 
2. 1000 K in a T
3. 31 D in A
4. 10 GB (S on the W)
5. 41 K from S to R
6. 15 SF
7. MAA 0 (WS)
8. 206 B in the HB
9. IT 2 (MG & KW)
10. 7 (D)H for ET

Good: 28-41 words   V. Good: 42-56 words   Excellent: 56 words or more

PEOPLE SPOTTING 
Do you know who these famous people are, and what is their connection?

Solutions #5 DITLoIDS: ocean’s 11, 100 Pence in a Pound, 7 Wonders of the Ancient World, 9 Lives of a Cat, When I’m 64 (The Beatles), 99 Red Balloons (Nena), 340.75 Drachmas in a Euro, 4 Best Actress oscars for Katharine 
Hepburn, 9 is the Square Root of Eighty-one, 1852 Metres in a Nautical Mile. NAGGAGRAM: satellite, stellate, tallest,tallies, allies,estate,illest,latest,listee,listel,sallet,saltie,settle,stelae,stelai,stella,teasel,testae,titles, aisle,alist,easel,is
let,istle,lease,least,lisle,selle,setae,setal,slate,sleet,stale,stall,state,steal,steel, stela,stele,stile,still,stilt,tails,taste,tease,tells,tesla,testa,tiles,tills,tilts, ails,ease,east,eats,else,isle,lase,last,lest,lets,lies,list,sail,sale,sall,salt, sate,sati,seal,seat,sell
,sill,silt,site,slat,slit,stat,stet,tees,test,ties. PEoPLE SPoTTING: The two people in the picture are John Travolta and fellow Scientologist, Tom Cruise.

Find your way around with your free Symi Map
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EXPATCAT    by Vasilakis

More ExPatCat at: www.SymiGreece.com/expatcat.htm

#6  expatfat

ODAS Exhibition
ODAS (Association of Creative People of Symi) started in 2006 with 
the initiative of the well-known Symiot artist Irini Kostandinidi (Aruni) 
and holds an annual exhibition as part of the Symi Festival. This year, 
the small exhibition  (due to limited space) is held in Horio and among 
the artists  exhibiting their work are economic migrants who live and 
work on Symi. The exhibition is open until 22 August. 

For more information about the ODAS exhibition as well as to view or 
buy any of the exhibits, please contact Aruni on arunisym@otenet.gr

If you own a house on Symi, be it down by the sea 
or high up in Horio, you will eventually meet a Symi 
Spider.  Fortunately, only a small majority of tourists 
ever get to see one (even after a decade of visits) for 
they are elusive creatures that hide away for most of 
the hotter months; the Symi Spider tends to be a rather 
juicy creature, you see. 

The Symi Spider (the capital letters are mandatory, 
by the way!) are 
an arachnophobe’s 
nightmare… a huge 
beast that can run 
faster than you can 
(that’s a little lie!) will 
bring down a sheep or 
goat with ease (that 
was a big lie!) and 
wander in marauding 
packs looking for 
tasty, pale Northern 
Europeans to eat (that 
was a huge lie!). No, 
seriously, they may 
be biggish, but they 
are more scared of 
you…so long as you 
panic and squeal, or swat at them with a napkin, that is.  
Sit still, and they rather enjoy running up your trouser 
leg (I have seen this happen!) or climbing up your back 
(I have heard of this happening). 

To the people of Symi they are simply refered to 
as the “roa” though nobody I’ve asked seems to know 
where this name comes from.  When a “roa” 
appeared on the wall at a bar in Yialos recently, 
a brave Symi man picked it up and put it on 
his large tattooed bicep, and began to stroke it 
fondly. The silly show-off! Within a minute he 
was a panicky mess, running in circles squealing 
“get it off me!” as it began to walk up his arm 
and he realised that Symi Spiders have scratchy 
claws!

Fortunately, I have only had Symi Spiders 
in my yard and not yet in the house, and I hope 
this is because of my overly large family of Symi 
Cats (capitals also intended), who, while being 
well-fed, can’t ignore their instinct to chase and 
kill big, juicy, hairy things that can run fast. 
When the summer starts, I often find my thoughts 
turning to Symi Spiders, though.  May and June 
are the most likely months for spotting them, and 
maybe again in October.

I visited a lady in Selahouri in the Spring to 
vaccinate her cat for FAROS (as one does) and 
afterwards, while admiring her garden with its 
abundance of fat small spiders, I asked if she 
was ever visited by the larger variety. I am glad I 
asked because she was able to tell me something 
I’d wanted to know for years... the name of the 
species of these beasts. It seems that some time 
ago she posted a dead one to the boffins at the 
Royal Entomological Society in London for 
identification and it didn’t take them long.

 

Ten-Legged Freaks
BY  WILL SAWYER will@symigreece.com

So, say hello to Chaetopelma Aegyptiacum, a 
tarantula (no less) that is known to tarantula lovers as 
the Cypriot Grey and which is, officially, the largest 
spider in Europe (with specimens upto 15 cm long).  
The fifth pair of legs, by the way, are not “officially” 
a pair of legs according to the boffins (as spiders only 
have 8 legs), but “pedipalps”, little appendages that 
have joints and look a lot like legs to me!

Their bite is, I 
have been told, not too 
painful and definitely 
not fatal and they’re 
not keen on the taste 
of tourists. Speaking 
with my neighbour 
the other day, she told 
me that she has many 
in her garden that live 
in little holes in the 
ground. When we 
were told the name, I 
thought Chaetopelma 
meant “Kato Pelma”, 
almost the Greek for 
under the sole of one’s 
foot... and I thought “I 

shall never walk barefoot in my neighbour’s garden... 
not ever!”.  She also told me that while they are as ugly 
as the worst of imaginable sins, they are an important 
part of Symi’s ecology as they eat the only other creature 
on Symi that may be as disgusting as themselves… the 
delightful crimson & brown roaches.

Photo © Simon Keppie

Public Works Progress 
« Continued from page 2

The Football stadium in Pedi

The Dodecanese Prefecture will be supplying 400,000 Euros for 
a synthetic grass surface and construction of an athletics track at the 
Municipal stadium in Pedi. The news was given to The News of Symi by 
the Mayor at the night of the official premiere of the Symi Festival in 
front of the Junior Foreign Minister Mr Valinakis, the Dodecanese MP 
Mr Pavlidis and other officials who attended the Festival Premiere. By 
the end of September, cleaning and fencing off the area will be complete 
so that the main part of the work can be carried out. The cost of the 
project is €1,300,000 and is expected to be completed by the end of 
November.

Our New Small Hospital

The processes of tendering is at its final stages for the construction of 
a modern “small hospital” that the Municipality is planning in Horio. 
The planning has already been issued after the necessary approvals by 
the Ministry of Health and the project will be funded by the Prefecture 
of Dodecanese. According to the Prefecture the process of tendering 
and the start of construction are expected to start in the next couple of 
months and the total cost will be €700,000.
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